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ABSTRACT

Objective: To investigate the views and practices of UK medical schools regarding the inclusion (or exclusion) of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) in undergraduate medical curricula.

Design: Survey (by email) of UK medical schools offering MBBS (or equivalent) degrees.

Results: The overall response rate was 58.1% (18/31). All respondents indicated that their curricula included CAM elements. However, the quantity of CAM within curricula varied widely between medical schools, as did the methods by which CAM education was delivered. General Medical Council requirements were the strongest factor influencing the inclusion of CAM, although medical student preferences were also important. Respondents were generally satisfied with the extent of CAM provision within their curricula, while a wide range of views on the appropriateness of CAM in the medical curriculum were held by faculty members.

Conclusions: It may be useful for the General Medical Council to clarify the extent to which CAM should be incorporated into the curriculum. Current CAM education appears to exist primarily as a means of educating future doctors on the modalities that their patients may use or request. However, some forms of pedagogy arguably risk students assimilating CAM advocacy in an uncritical fashion.

INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the inclusion (or otherwise) of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) in medical syllabi in UK medical schools.

Various definitions of CAM exist. For example, the WHO defines CAM as “a broad set of health care practices that are not part of that country’s own tradition and are not integrated into the dominant health care system.” Another example is the definition used by the US National Center for Complementary and Alternative Medicine: “a group of diverse medical and health care systems, practices, and products, that are not currently part of conventional medicine.” It is worth noting that some opponents of CAM have objected to the term ‘complementary and alternative medicine’, claiming that such usage originated as a form of language distortion by CAM advocates. The difficulties of defining CAM are perhaps best summarised by a House of Lords report which stated: “The CAM community has been struggling for fifteen years to come up with a single definition of CAM agreed by all, but with no success”. Of particular relevance to this paper are definitions employed by relevant UK sources. For example, NHS Evidence provides the following statement:
The term ‘alternative medicine’ was originally introduced to refer to whole medical systems that did not fit with conventional medicine. These systems have completely different philosophies together with different ideas on causes of disease, methods of diagnosis and approaches to treatment and were seen as a replacement for conventional healthcare. ‘Complementary medicine’ (or ‘therapies’) is used to refer to those methods which can be used alongside or to ‘complement’ conventional medicine, but the distinction between alternative and complementary medicine is not absolute and may depend on the context. Many people now use the term ‘complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)’ to include both approaches.6

However, several major UK bodies do not offer their own definitions of CAM. These bodies include the Department of Health, the General Medical Council (GMC) and the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE).

Given the foregoing difficulties in defining CAM, it is perhaps more effective to list the forms of CAM actually used by patients, rather than attempt to claim a precise definition of CAM. In the UK, the major forms of CAM used by patients have been reported to include (in order of frequency of use) herbal medicine, aromatherapy, homeopathy, acupuncture/acupressure, massage, reflexology, osteopathy and chiropractic.7

CAM encompasses a set of therapeutic modalities which occupy a paradoxical position in modern medicine and healthcare: the plausibility and evidence base of many CAM treatments is very limited, and CAM is perhaps more effective to list the forms of CAM actually used by patients, rather than attempt to claim a precise definition of CAM. In the UK, the major forms of CAM used by patients have been reported to include (in order of frequency of use) herbal medicine, aromatherapy, homeopathy, acupuncture/acupressure, massage, reflexology, osteopathy and chiropractic.7

CAM encompasses a set of therapeutic modalities which occupy a paradoxical position in modern medicine and healthcare: the plausibility and evidence base of many CAM treatments is very limited, and CAM approaches have been criticised and challenged by some scientists and physicians opposed to CAM; despite this, some forms of CAM are manifestly popular among many lay people and a significant number of medical professionals.8–10

Such increased demand has reached the sphere of education. Indeed several universities in the UK, USA and elsewhere have in recent years launched degree-level education and training in CAM.11–16 Perhaps most importantly, undergraduate medical education (ie, the means by which future medical doctors are produced) is also showing signs of being influenced by the increased prominence of CAM. The GMC sets the standards for undergraduate medical syllabi in the UK, via its document Tomorrow’s Doctors—Outcomes and Standards for Undergraduate Medical Education. The most recent (2009) version of this document (due for application from 2011/12 onwards) requires, as an educational outcome, that graduate doctors must: “Demonstrate awareness that many patients use complementary and alternative therapies, and awareness of the existence and range of these therapies, why patients use them, and how this might affect other types of treatment that patients are receiving”.17 This outcome is open to fairly wide interpretation.

Individual medical schools must satisfy the requirements of the GMC, but are not limited by these requirements. Thus, although the above outcome from Tomorrow’s Doctors appears only to demand the inculcation of a simple ‘awareness’ of CAM, a medical school could choose to deliver as much CAM education as it wished, insofar as time existed in the syllabus for its inclusion. In this regard, other pressures (beyond GMC requirements) may operate to promote—or limit—the adoption of CAM into medical syllabi.

A wide variety of factors influencing patient and physician attitudes to CAM have been reported in a number of studies.18–26 Such factors may be expected to translate into influences on the content of medical syllabi. In this respect, possible factors include personal viewpoints about CAM among the academics charged with syllabus design, knowledge of research evidence, contact with other health professionals, patient feedback, societal pressures, personal experience, funding pressures and student feedback.

Decisions to include/exclude syllabus elements are not made in an ethical vacuum, and there exist, in common with many components of contemporary medical education, ethical concerns surrounding the question of CAM inclusion/exclusion from syllabi.18 27–31 For example, CAM may find ethical favour among some because it is claimed to be an expression of patient autonomy, whereas CAM may be ethically questioned on grounds of inefficacy, safety and resource implications. Such ethical issues are likely to influence decisions on the inclusion/exclusion of CAM from medical syllabi.

The purpose of this study was to investigate the factors that influence the inclusion of CAM in undergraduate medical syllabi in the UK. A survey was used to measure, in a simple and brief way, the views of deans (or equivalent) of the country’s medical schools. The goal was to provide answers to the following questions:
► To what extent is CAM being integrated into the education of future doctors?
► What factors influence decisions regarding the inclusion of CAM in medical curricula?
► To what extent may the inclusion of CAM represent an ethical problem?

METHODOLOGY

Individual emails were sent to the deans of the 31 UK medical schools providing undergraduate medical degrees (see supplementary appendix 1 for a full transcript of the email).

The email sent to deans comprised an explanatory tract followed by specific questions, together with an attachment containing further information (see supplementary appendix 2 for a full transcript of the attachment).

The information provided was effectively a précis of the Introduction section of this article. There were six questions, as follows:
1. Does your syllabus presently contain any taught or practice components relating to the subject and methods commonly termed ‘complementary and alternative medicine’ (CAM)?
2. If your syllabus has no CAM components, has the subject been discussed amongst your staff?
3. Are you aware of any requests, pressures or requirements from others (such as students, practitioners, the GMC, etc) to incorporate CAM into the syllabus?
4. Do you have any plans to amend your syllabus in respect of CAM components?
5. Do you consider that your staff would generally be in favour of or opposed to an increased prominence of CAM in medical education?
6. Do you personally consider the matter to be a problem?

The email stated:

Answers will be collated, evaluated and the results submitted for publication in a peer reviewed academic journal. I hope that this will result in the issue gaining more attention, and possibly helping to inform future syllabus design. All answers will be treated in the strictest confidence. Answers will not be identified by institution name or interviewee name.

Emails were sent out in August 2009. Reminder emails were subsequently sent to all non-respondents. Some respondents replied stating that an alternative member of faculty should be contacted, and in some cases there was a degree of communication involved in reaching the most appropriate academics. Answers to the six questions were received between the date of the initial emails and April 2010.

Data from the responses were collated and are summarised in the following section. Because of the qualitative nature of the research approach, statistical analysis of the numerically presented results would have been inappropriate and has therefore not been conducted.

ANALYSIS
Response rate
Of 31 medical schools contacted, 18 responded to the survey. Thus, the overall response rate was 58.1%. Several respondents attached course material to their replies.

Responses to the individual questions
Question 1
Does your syllabus presently contain any taught or practice components relating to the subject and methods commonly termed ‘complementary and alternative medicine’ (CAM)?

All 18 respondents gave an affirmative answer. Several of the respondents (12; 66.7%) provided further commentary. CAM was most frequently studied as a student selected component (SSC), with eight of the 12 (67.7%) comments indicating that SSCs in CAM were used. For example, one respondent wrote: “Homeopathy, acupuncture and herbal medicine are also available for study in depth as special study modules (SSCs)” (table 1, comment 50). Additionally, CAM was identified as being an area for student-directed learning within problem-based learning (PBL) programmes (2; 16.7%), as “learning outcomes in a number of modules” (table 1, note 50) and “Within the PBL cases there are incidents of patients taking or requesting CAM treatments” (table 1, comment 53).

Six (33.3%) of the responses indicated that CAM was taught formally. The extent of this provision ranged from a single lecture to CAM being considered “several times along our spiral curriculum”, including plenaries, tutorials, SSCs and presentations (table 1, comment 7). An extended session was employed by two (16.7%) responding schools, as indicated by the following comments: “CAM lecture... followed by a session where (the students) meet a CAM practitioner with one of their patients” (table 1, comment 41); and “One day of teaching and experience in CAM” (table 1, comment 11).

CAM was considered as part of the ‘community’ component according to three (25%) of the responses. Of these, two (16.7%) stated their programmes offered community placements with CAM practitioners. Two (16.7%) of the respondents indicated that CAM was mentioned where considered relevant. Areas where CAM teaching was deemed to be of relevance included clinical oncology, drug interactions and pain. Finally, it is noteworthy that one of the respondents included the following statement: “We have a senior lecturer of homeopathy on faculty staff” (table 1, comment 50).

Question 2
If your syllabus has no CAM components, has the subject been discussed amongst your staff?

The fact that all of the responding medical schools indicated that their syllabus did include CAM components essentially rendered this question redundant. Nevertheless, two comments were received in response to this question. One comment simply stated that Tomorrow’s Doctors required the inclusion of CAM. The other comment read:

Complementary medicine has been discussed amongst the curriculum planners of the MBCHB programme (in *** medical school) and we felt that it had a very limited place in our course. We are keen to emphasise that patients may choose to be supported by complementary medicine approaches but we are very keen to stress the practice of evidence based medicine. (table 1, comment 2)

Question 3
Are you aware of any requests, pressures or requirements from others (such as students, practitioners, the GMC, etc) to incorporate CAM into the syllabus?

The Yes/No answers were as follows: Yes=7 (38.9%); No=3 (16.7%); eight (44.4%) did not explicitly answer Yes or No but instead provided comments. A total of 15 comments were provided. Of the 18 responses, 14 (77.8%) were affirmative and four (22.2%) negative.

Of the respondents who commented in the affirmative, 10 (71.4%) referred to GMC requirements. Of these, three (21.4%) specifically mentioned Tomorrow’s Doctors as a driver for inclusion, indicating that they were referring to the latest (2009) edition of this set of requirements (due for application from 2011/12 onwards).
Table 1  Summary of responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Question 1</th>
<th>Question 2</th>
<th>Question 3</th>
<th>Question 4</th>
<th>Question 5</th>
<th>Question 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comments

1. Our curriculum includes a few occasions when complementary medicine is discussed. This occurs particularly in relation to a clinical oncology attachment that students undertake in the penultimate year of the course. Students also have an opportunity, should they wish, to choose to write about some aspects of complementary medicine, although very few students take up this option.

2. Complementary medicine has been discussed among the curriculum planners of the MBCHB programme (in *** medical school) and we felt that it had a very limited place in our course. We are keen to emphasise that patients may choose to be supported by complementary medicine approaches, but we are very keen to stress the practice of evidence based medicine.

3. We are not aware of any requests, pressures or requirements from any groups of individuals or statutory bodies to include complementary medicine in our curriculum.

4. We have no plans to amend our curriculum with respect to complementary medicine at present.

5. I do not think that staff would be in favour of an increased prominence of complementary medicine within medical education as they are all very keen to support evidence based teaching and practice. However, we are keen to ensure that students understand that patients may wish to choose such a clinical pathway.

6. In answer to your final question as to whether or not we consider the matter to be a problem, I am a little uncertain as to what the question is getting at. We believe that we have the balance of complementary medicine teaching and information right within our curriculum and have no plans to change it.

7. Students encounter CAM several times along our spiral curriculum, Their first encounter is early in year 1 with a trigger being present in a PBL case, this trigger is supported with a plenary entitled ‘Complementary and alternative medicine’ and a Pharma-CAL-ogy tutorial on alternative therapies. The topic is revisited again in year 2 within a PBL case and then CAM is considered throughout all the year 3 and 4 pathway weeks. In year 5 it is embedded within a number of indicative presentations.

8. I believe we were asked about the level of CAM in our syllabus by the GMC relatively recently.

9. None at present, we do however systematically review our content and if there were enough evidence to suggest we needed greater coverage, efforts would be made to ‘fill the perceived gap’.

10. I suspect as with any change in curriculum, their position would depend on the rationale and evidence for such an increase.

11. During our 4th year (equivalent to 3rd year in most university medical courses) all students have one day of teaching and experience in CAM. Their first encounter is early in year 1 with a trigger being present in a PBL case, this trigger is supported with a plenary entitled ‘Complementary and alternative medicine’ and a Pharma-CAL-ogy tutorial on alternative therapies. The topic is revisited again in year 2 within a PBL case and then CAM is considered throughout all the year 3 and 4 pathway weeks. In year 5 it is embedded within a number of indicative presentations.

12. Our current level of inclusion seems to meet needs.

13. CAM included formally following request from GMC in 2001. No outstanding requests following curriculum revision in 2005.


15. Medical students need to be aware of CAM and the types of therapies patients might be taking.

16. The curriculum contains both taught components (within a fully integrated curriculum) and practice components—during clinical attachments in relation to pain management and palliative care, and general practice.

17. “Tomorrow’s Doctors 2”, from GMC, included CAM as a theme.
18. Not at present.
19. Some staff would be in favour and others would be opposed to an increased prominence of CAM in the curriculum.
20. Not currently.
22. GMC.
23. Varies. I think all staff appreciate that some understanding of CAM is important as so many people/patients use it.
24. In 2008/09 the school was inspected by the GMC Education Committee (QABME). In their draft report they say that they were satisfied that “students were aware of alternative and complementary therapies and learn about them in Year 2, and a student-selected component is available”. Also some community placements in Year 2 (referred to as ‘Medicine in Society’) are with CAM practitioners – only a small minority of students are exposed to them though. The exposure to CAM in the ‘core’ curriculum in Year 2 is minimal, in my view – just one lecture-workshop by a professor of CAM from the University of ***.
25. Surely it is unlikely that any MBBS curriculum in the UK makes no reference to CAM? – it is a requirement under Tomorrow’s Doctors 2003.
26. The implication of your Q is that CAM is under-represented (or not at all) in the MBBS curriculum – not really applicable in our case. Numerous medical students here are strongly in favour of CAM and would no doubt like greater coverage. However there are also students who are adamantly opposed, and would like the school to reduce its coverage (eg, by dropping certain community placements in Y2). The GMC is satisfied with the current treatment of CAM in our MBBS curriculum (see Q1).
27. I shall be making a proposal to introduce a new module with elements interspersed throughout the MBBS curriculum. The module would have 8 major topics, of which CAM would be one.
28. Academic staff at *** hold views on CAM that span the spectrum from strongly opposed to favourable. Special criticism has been directed here at the dubious scientific basis for homeopathy. One expects inevitable resistance when existing curricular content has to make way for new elements, particularly if those have an uncertain evidence base.
29. I personally feel that our school’s existing MBBS provision on CAM is too little, but any curricular element has to justify its inclusion.
30. We have a lecture on complementary medicine as part of our introductory clinical pharmacology course.
31. The GMC Tomorrow’s Doctors outcome of “Demonstrating awareness that many patients use complementary and alternative therapies” etc is the statement against which we are judged, so that is the main driver. Students are certainly interested in complementary medicine and we used to have an SSC run by enthusiasts which was popular, but that did not prove sustainable. There is no great clamour for increased coverage.
32. We are in the midst of a curriculum review, so the location of teaching may change, but it is unlikely that the coverage will be much different in extent.
33. Not really.
34. Not when considered in the context of all the other outcomes in Tomorrow’s Doctors that have to be addressed in 5 years!
35. We are currently undertaking a curriculum review and CAM will be considered together with every other element that is covered in the 4 year programme to determine when, if and how the learning and teaching on this subject will be covered.
36. I do not have sufficient insight into the thoughts of the totality of our faculty to be able to answer this question honestly. It is likely that I will be better informed during the curriculum review process.
37. Subjective response likely to reflect my attitudes. Not in favour of increasing from present level. The answer is not evidence (robust) based, but I think current staff would think level of content is not in need of change.
38. A couple of lectures that cover patient-centred treatment, which explicitly review a range of CAM therapies and their perceived value. Also CAM issues are raised in the core teaching where relevant—for example acupuncture in the context of the physiology of pain, herbal remedies especially in the context of drug interactions, but also where they have known mechanisms of action. Other than that, there are student selected components for those who are interested.
39. The GMC mentions teaching about CAM in Tomorrow’s Doctors (“Graduates must be aware of the existence and range of such therapies, why some patients use them, and how these might affect other types of treatment that patients are receiving”), so this is a requirement.
40. No one to my knowledge has objected to the GMC requirement above, which encompasses the psychological benefits of alternative approaches and how this can assist conventional therapy. Beyond that, I think that if an alternative therapy had an evidence base on a par with conventional medicine then staff would be happy to devote a proportionate amount of time to it, but not to CAM that lack evidence. We have far too little time to teach the basis for conventional, proven medicines.
41. In the core curriculum there is a session in Year 1 where the students have a lecture on CAM (lecture notes attached) and this is followed by a session where they meet a CAM practitioner with one of their patients. The lesson plan for this session is also attached. Additionally we have various SSC options including SSCs in CAM (in general) and homeopathy (intro document for same attached).
42. Not really. *** has a lot of CAM practitioners - certainly in the central area and so it is something students are aware of. I don’t think CAM teaching is a requirement of the TD3. CAM teaching is not particularly in demand from students.
Three respondents indicated that the GMC had taken a view regarding CAM provision in their specific medical school programme. Statements in this regard were: “CAM included formally following request from GMC in 2001” (table 1, comment 13); “I believe we were asked” CAM included formally following request from GMC in school programme. Statements in this regard were: a view regarding CAM provision in their specific medical MBBS curriculum” (table 1, comment 26).

Of the clearly negative responses, one respondent commented that Tomorrow’s Doctors did not stipulate that CAM be included. Another stated: “We are not aware of any requests, pressures or requirements from any groups of individuals or statutory bodies to include complementary medicine in our curriculum” (table 1, comment 3).

Several comments referred to student demands, or the lack thereof, for CAM provision. Here, the picture is mixed, as exemplified by the following comments (from three separate respondents): “Students are certainly interested in complementary medicine... (however) there is no great clamour for increased coverage” (table 1, comment 31); “Numerous medical students here are strongly in favour of CAM and would have no doubt like greater coverage. However there are also students who are adamantly opposed, and would like the school to reduce its coverage” (table 1, comment 26); and “CAM teaching is not particularly in demand from students” (table 1, comment 42).

Other than the requirements of the GMC or student demands, one additional reason for including CAM was given, namely a perceived need to make students aware of CAM in light of the fact that it was often asked for by patients.
The Yes/No answers were as follows: Yes=1 (5.6%); No=11 (61.1%); six (33.3%) did not indicate Yes or No but instead provided comments. A total of 10 comments were provided. Of the 18 responses, only one (5.6%) was clearly affirmative. Six of the respondents gave a ‘not at present’ answer; combining these ‘not at present’ answers with the straightforward ‘no’ answers gives 14 (77.8%) with no plans to amend their syllabi. The remaining three respondents indicated that their curricula were presently under review, and may change in respect to CAM coverage as a consequence; however one of these respondents stated that it was unlikely that the extent of coverage would change much.

**Question 5**

*Do you consider that your staff would generally be in favour of or opposed to an increased prominence of CAM in medical education?*

Several comments, often quite extensive in nature, were received for this question, although a minority of respondents gave short simple answers such as ‘no’, ‘opposed’, or ‘not really’. Of all the comments, only one (5.6%) came close to giving a positive answer (“possibly in favour”). The remaining 17 (94.4%) respondents were either equivocal or negative in their responses.

Seven (38.9%) respondents indicated that they considered their staff would generally be opposed to an increased prominence of CAM. Another seven (38.9%) considered that there was a spectrum of views among their colleagues, and therefore that generalisation was not possible (or that they did not know the views of their colleagues sufficiently well to form a general view). A further two (11.1%) respondents simply indicated that there was no space within their syllabi to include further CAM coverage. One respondent stated: “I suspect as with their colleagues, and therefore that generalisation was considered that there was a spectrum of views among increased prominence of CAM. Another seven (38.9%) respondents indicated that they thought of their staff would generally be opposed to an increased prominence of CAM. Another seven (38.9%) considered that there was a spectrum of views among their colleagues, and therefore that generalisation was not possible (or that they did not know the views of their colleagues sufficiently well to form a general view). A further two (11.1%) respondents simply indicated that there was no space within their syllabi to include further CAM coverage. One respondent stated: “I think that the answer to that question also gives 14 (77.8%) with no plans to amend their syllabi. The remaining three respondents indicated that their curricula were presently under review, and may change in respect to CAM coverage as a consequence; however one of these respondents stated that it was unlikely that the extent of coverage would change much.

**Question 5**

*Do you consider that your staff would generally be in favour of or opposed to an increased prominence of CAM in medical education?*

Several comments, often quite extensive in nature, were received for this question, although a minority of respondents gave short simple answers such as ‘no’, ‘opposed’, or ‘not really’. Of all the comments, only one (5.6%) came close to giving a positive answer (“possibly in favour”). The remaining 17 (94.4%) respondents were either equivocal or negative in their responses.

Seven (38.9%) respondents indicated that they considered their staff would generally be opposed to an increased prominence of CAM. Another seven (38.9%) considered that there was a spectrum of views among their colleagues, and therefore that generalisation was not possible (or that they did not know the views of their colleagues sufficiently well to form a general view). A further two (11.1%) respondents simply indicated that there was no space within their syllabi to include further CAM coverage. One respondent stated: “I think that the answer to that question also gives 14 (77.8%) with no plans to amend their syllabi. The remaining three respondents indicated that their curricula were presently under review, and may change in respect to CAM coverage as a consequence; however one of these respondents stated that it was unlikely that the extent of coverage would change much.

The nature of the pedagogy was cited as a potential factor: “I think that would vary from person to person. In fields like rheumatology many, perhaps the majority of patients, use or have used some form of CAM, so the case for it there is strong” (table 1, comment 44).

The nature of the pedagogy was cited as a potential factor: “I think that the answer to that question also depends on the quality of the teaching. We follow a reasonably/sufficiently evidence-based approach—for instance we held a public debate between a homeopathic researcher and an epidemiology professor” (table 1, comment 44).

Two respondents (38.9%) considered that the type of CAM was of importance, with certain forms of CAM being more problematic than others in terms of their likely acceptance into curricula. Their comments were:

Academic staff at (this medical school) hold views on CAM that span the spectrum from strongly opposed to favourable. Special criticism has been directed here at the dubious scientific basis for homeopathy. One expects inevitable resistance when existing curricular content has to make way for new elements, particularly if those have an uncertain evidence base. (table 1, comment 28)

And:

No one to my knowledge has objected to the GMC requirement above, which encompasses the psychological benefits of alternative approaches and how this can assist conventional therapy. Beyond that, I think that if an alternative therapy had an evidence base on a par with conventional medicine then staff would be happy to devote a proportionate amount of time to it, but not to CAM that lack evidence. (table 1, comment 28)

**Question 6**

*Do you personally consider the matter to be a problem?*

Interestingly, no respondents provided an affirmative answer to this question. The closest response to a positive answer was provided by one respondent (5.6%) who gave a ‘no’ response but then went on to comment: “I personally feel that our school’s existing provision on CAM is too little, but any curricular element has to justify its inclusion” (table 1, comment 29).

A few additional comments were provided, which generally expressed the view that students ought to be given some education in CAM.

**DISCUSSION**

The foregoing data appear to indicate that CAM education is widespread in undergraduate medical curricula throughout the UK. This finding must to some extent be treated with caution however, since only approximately 58% of the UK’s medical schools responded to the survey. It is not possible to say whether systematic reasons lay behind the non-respondents, such as a lack of interest in CAM or a lack of CAM provision in the medical schools concerned. The following discussion points apply specifically to the (approximately) three-fifths of medical schools that did respond. The extent to which these points may be generalised to all UK medical schools cannot be determined from the available data.

The survey data demonstrate that medical schools appear to be meeting the requirements of the GMC’s *Tomorrow’s Doctors* for CAM education. However, the extent to which individual syllabi incorporate CAM varies widely, ranging from minimal coverage (one CAM lecture in the entire course) to substantially more extensive provision (CAM considered throughout the course, employing a range of teaching and learning approaches). The majority of responding schools do not envisage changing their coverage of CAM, at least in the short term.

It is clear from the survey responses that inclusion of CAM in undergraduate medical curricula has been driven in large part by GMC requirements. However, although all responding schools indicated that CAM was covered in their syllabi, the fact that two of the schools...
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Table 2: Analysis of responding versus non-responding medical schools: problem-based learning (PBL) courses*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Responding</th>
<th>Non-responding</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBL</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-PBL</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*PBL elements are contained in many undergraduate medical courses, to a varying extent. The PBL courses referred to above are those in which PBL is the core form of pedagogy.
conclusions, expressed above, as to the extent of CAM coverage and the ways in which it has been treated in terms of curriculum design. Given that it was deans who were surveyed (a strength of this study), non-responses may perhaps be attributable simply to the status and concomitant workloads of those concerned. However, missing data due to non-responding subjects always gives prima facie concern as to whether bias may be present. Thus, a number of analyses were conducted to explore whether any systematic differences between responders and non-responders could be discerned.

Several important characteristics that could conceivably serve as potential sources of bias were considered. These were: teaching mode employed (PBL vs traditional); whether an accelerated graduate entry route was offered; the geographical location of the medical school; the era in which the school opened; and the size of the student intake. The sex of the dean was also considered, as a personal characteristic from which response bias might potentially arise. An attempt was also made to address two additional characteristics: (a) physical location (campus vs urban settings) and (b) whether linked hospitals offered CAM services. However, problems of definition and lack of available data precluded a quantitative appraisal of these two attributes.

The resulting data analyses are shown in tables 2–8. In no case is there evidence of a correlation between a characteristic and a tendency to respond or not respond. This is evident from simple inspection of the tabulated data, and confirmed by the fact that all p values are greater than 0.05 (ie, the observed differences are not statistically significant).

However, these results show only that bias does not exist for the characteristics selected: they do not guarantee freedom from bias. It remains possible that other unexamined characteristics could be sources of bias. However, it is beyond the scope of the present paper to attempt to analyse each and every conceivable characteristic in order to attempt to eliminate this possibility. Therefore, as expressed at the beginning of the Discussion section (above), the findings of this study apply specifically only to the (approximately) three-fifths of medical schools that did respond. This study may be categorised as one in which the residual possibility of bias does not remove the impact of the findings.

The various responses obtained in this study provide potentially useful information on the range of ways in which (at least some) UK medical schools deal with CAM.

Due to the brief and simple form of survey used, it is not possible from the resultant data to distinguish between the different types of CAM involved. This is an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Analysis of responding versus non-responding medical schools: accelerated graduate stream*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate stream</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No graduate stream</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher’s exact test</td>
<td>Left: p=0.561</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Many medical schools permit graduate entry; however this table restricts the term ‘graduate stream’ to courses in which graduates gain advanced entry and study for at least 1 year less than non-graduate entrants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5</th>
<th>Analysis of responding versus non-responding medical schools: era of opening*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-1960</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-1960</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher’s exact test</td>
<td>Left: p=0.703</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The data were categorised into the eras shown because specific dates of opening are problematic for the following reasons: (a) the history of several medical schools has been one of mergers and name changes, making definitive dates of establishment unreliable; and (b) such data are not suitable for statistical analysis.
important limitation of the study. Despite their contentious nature in terms of a weak evidence base and inherent scientific implausibility, CAM therapies such as acupuncture and chiropractic are part of several National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence guidelines and are commonly used alongside biomedical interventions, whereas other forms of CAM, such as faith healing or therapeutic touch, are interventions that lie outside the medical sphere. Any follow-up study should seek to discriminate between these different forms of CAM.

The wording of two of the questions is, in retrospect, somewhat problematic. In question 5 (Do you consider that your staff would generally be in favour of or opposed to an increased prominence of CAM in medical education?), the use of the wording ‘increased prominence’ is arguably a somewhat leading question and would have been better phrased as a ‘change in prominence’ or ‘increased/decreased prominence’. In question 6 (Do you personally consider the matter to be a problem?), it is perhaps not clear as to what ‘the matter’ precisely refers to.

Future work is suggested by this study. Teaching and learning approaches should be examined further. Of particular importance would be elucidation of the ways in which CAM education is framed in respect of the dichotomy between approaches based on critical description versus those based on training or advocacy. In addition, it would be desirable to obtain further detailed information about the main teaching methods (eg, PBL, traditional, mixture of both), the types of medical schools (eg, new/old), together with a breakdown of medical students in terms of gender and ethnicity. Such factors may be important variables that could plausibly influence decisions on how much CAM is taught in each school.

Follow-up research could be based initially on a further email survey. Ideally, semi-structured interviews would be conducted, and it would be potentially very interesting to conduct focus group-based research. As regards the possibility of conducting interviews, the present survey asked respondents whether they would be willing to participate in follow-up interviews: positive responses were elicited from most respondents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Analysis of responding versus non-responding medical schools: size, by first year intake—continuous data*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>199.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>60.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t Test (2-tail, unpaired)</td>
<td>p=0.079</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The range (top and bottom values) is not shown, as doing so would compromise confidentiality.

### Additional characteristics as potential sources of response bias

The above characteristics do not represent an exhaustive list. Additional possibilities can be envisaged, and two of these were preliminarily examined, as follows.

**Urban versus campus**

The physical nature of the university/medical school, in terms of whether it is campus-based or urban, might conceivably have a bearing as to whether a given medical school responded, perhaps through different cultures prevailing in the two types. However, the question is clouded by difficulties of definition: many originally urban universities have evolved into multi-location facilities, comprising several campus-like sites; and some urban universities locate their medical schools in these separate sites. Therefore, the distinction between campus-based and urban universities/medical schools is indistinct. Thus, it was not possible to effectively categorise the subjects of this study into these two (or any other distinct) groupings. It is however worth noting that there is some overlap between this category and the ‘era of opening’ category (table 5), because more of the post-1960 medical schools are closer to the ‘campus’ style than their pre-1960 counterparts. It is notable that no statistically significant difference in response rates was observed on the ‘era of opening’ category.

**Linked hospitals**

An interesting possibility is that the nature of the hospitals in which medical students train might influence response rates; specifically, the provision (or lack thereof) of CAM services might be important. Accordingly, an informal internet survey of the main hospitals linked to each medical school was conducted. This consisted simply of identifying the hospitals concerned (via medical schools’ websites) and then looking at the services listed on each hospital’s website. Interestingly, a distinct absence of CAM-specific services was evident in the services listings of the great majority of the hospitals. This may plausibly be accounted for by two possibilities: (a) medical schools deliberately avoid hospitals that either provide CAM services (or are themselves CAM-based, eg, NHS homeopathic hospitals); or (b) CAM services within mainstream hospitals used for training are offered within major specialties (eg, pain management, palliative care) and therefore not listed as specific services. These possibilities (which are not mutually exclusive) are worthy of future research; substantive empirical work would be required in order to find answers. In respect of the present study, the lack of available data on this issue meant that it was not possible to determine whether the provision of CAM services by linked hospitals presented a source of response bias.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8</th>
<th>Analysis of responding versus non-responding medical schools: sex of dean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Responding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fisher’s exact test

Left: p=0.597

Right: p=0.703

2-tail: p=1
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